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Quo Vadismus, Sociologistae?

The old question is a serious one, a
searching one. As sociologists, are we
going in the right direction, knowing
where we want to go? In what follows
I will try to draw from a long-time .
experience in the field. I will reflect on
what may be seen as the decline and
fall ofthecredibility ofour profession,
and what I see as some of its future
possibilities.

There will be a lamentation over
failures, an embarrassing list of faux
pas, and an attempt to explain why
some of them took place. The back
ground ofthe narrative will range from
the Southern hemisphere to the Arctic,
over four continents and three decades.
Being a personal account it draws on
my own experience rather than on a
bibliography, and invites readers to
apply their own knowledge, and healthy
skepticism, to the matter of how
sociology and its sister disciplines have
tackled a number ofmajor issues since
the 1960s. It will end with a pep talk
on how badly sociologists are needed,
now and in the foreseeable future.

First. let us recall where sociology
started - in the quiet comfort of an
armchair. A few people - very few but
very bright - pondered on what society
was doing. They were philosophical
rather than empirical. But their ideas
provided theimpetus for generations of
researchers who streamed into the
streets, flooded the factory floors and
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assaulted all and sundry with their
note-pads and questionnaires. Sister
disciplines were tapped for theories
and techniques: from anthropology to
psychology and statistical analysis.

The level of activity was prodigious,
and vitalized with the urgent energy
that went into making sociology a new
tool for understanding what was going
on in a rapidly changing society.
Methodologies became more and more
developed. So did the ambition to come
closer to the precision and prediction
validity of the exact sciences. The
pragmatic and empirical character
made sociology a respected and useful
tool for decision makers.

For the better part of 35 years I tried
my best to make practical use of what
sociologyhad to offer. I focused on how
to solve some ofthe rural development
problems which were among the
burning issues of the 1960s and 70s.
At the same time I became increasingly
involved in the mitigation of natural
and human-made disasters. This back
ground is mentioned to explain the
pragmatic attitudes presented here.
More importantly. it serves to justify
my hope that society will eventually
realize that it cannot do without well
trained sociologists.

In the 1950s, there was not much
distinctionbetweentheory and practice.
between academic and applied
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sociology. The University of Stock
holm gave a good grounding in theory
building and the Theory ofKnowledge;
including the limitations ofknowledge.
The ideal that one should be sound on
methodology was taken for granted,
and so was the constant striving for the
greatest possible objectivity.

The early 60s saw a sudden U-turn in
many countries. The reasons were
complex: partly due to the high increase
in admissions to the universities and a
lowering of academic standards, and
partly to political reasons. Objectivity
was no longer in, and since it could
never be one hundred percent in the less
than exact domain of social science, it
wasconsidered pointless to even pursue
it. Why not acknowledge this and
instead candidly aim for subjectivity?
There was no time for academic
plodding. The world had to be changed,
imperialism had to be crushed. A new
generation ofsociology students rushed
to the barricades, issued condemnations
and voted on resolutions.

The increasing turbulence of the 60s
appeared to leave sociology in an ivory
tower of its own making. If it was not
high above, it was at least far from any
reality. In particular, that kind ofreality
that included giving attention to the
mundane matters of what people were
doing and why. Among those who dealt
with practical things, questions were
asked with an urgency that was not
always free from elements of panic,
especially on Third World issues.
Colonialism was breaking up, and old
and new decision makers were facing
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hard choices about what to do. A
rapidly developing awareness that
new questions needed up-to-date
answers was permeating the whole
world of donors and recipients. It
became obvious that political inde
pendence generated not only promises,
but also a vast new range of problems.

The United Nations responded to a
number of the challenges. With its
Development Programme acting as
primus inter pares, FAO, ILO,
UNICEF, UNHCR and other field
agencies helped in designing programs
which were to Set the patterns and the
strategy for large-scale transfers of
resources, skills and competence. Tech
nicians of every conceivable kind were
recruited to provide the necessary
expertise, and things began to move.
Not always without difficulty: Tech
nical expertise was more often than not
adequate, sometimes actually more
sophisticated than what was called for.
Nevertheless, things went wrong much
too often. Cooperatives failed because
the local moneylenders blocked them..
Fishing projects failed because people.
in the area thought fish were ritually'
unclean. Water projects in India forgot '..
to take the caste system. into account.
African pastoralists refused to accept
settlement programs and moved with
their cattle into the neighboring'
countries causing no end to border
related conflicts. People were urged to
produce food which they would not eat.
Dairy projects collapsed because
nobody. had noted that the local
population suffered from lactose
intolerance. Housing projects failed,
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rather expensively, because they
disregarded deeply rooted habitation
patterns and cultural preferences.
Relocation programs failed because
they overlooked micro-political condi
tions in the area. Ambitious vocational
training schemes recruited Grade 10
boys without taking into account that
local values prevented anybody at that
educational level from ever doing
manual labor. And an endless number
of projects flopped because nobody
had taken the trouble to identify the
local leadership, not to mention
consult and collaborate with it.

New technologies often created more
problems than they solved by taking for
granted that novelties would be
immediately understood. used, and
welcomed. This particular kind of
failure soon became so obvious that it
caused a countermove, a wave of new
and seemingly innovative projects for
the introduction of appropriate
technology. However, in their enthu
siasm the experts on appropriate tech
nology rarely found time to explore if
the technology in question seemed
equally appropriate to the villagers
who were supposed to make use of
it.

As the fiascoes multiplied, a new fad
came into the picture: infrastructure.
Allthe bigdonorsfell for it. Therewere
major advantages. It used the donor's
technology, was technical in nature and
did not require any extraneous ideas
about participation from the local
communities, and it was easy to
document money inputs. At the end of

the work, the project's output could
easily be shown on maps and photos..
That a new dam could snit up a river
and that a new road might cause havoc
in local politics ami often took away
the livelihood from people who had
depended on trade and transport did
not have to be mentioned in the
evaluations.

Essentially, however, it was gradually
acknowledged that technical expertise
was not enough. A technical soil survey
had to be complemented! by a studlyof
whatpeople were capable of, and, most
of all, willing to do: how they used the
soil, how well, for what crops, with
what tools and techniques. Further. by
which gender, under which tradition of
ownership, with what degree of open
ness to innovation, under what handi
caps ofmalnutrition caused!by protem
deficiency and debilitating diseases. A
failure to understand the human
component meant a failure of the
project and the unaffordable loss of
time, resources and momentum. There
was only one kind ofexperts trained to
find out how and why human beings
behaved as they did: socio-logists and
anthropologists. Between the two, the
former was more preferredbecause of
their reputation for being scientifically
sound.

I went abroad and learaed about the
problems ofAeiaa refugees in Europe.
and the paralleliseis nn the Inuit
acculturation iml <Glleell1lllmncJl, in North
Africa, illl §((l)'@~1In AsiID. Uldl in East
Africa. There 500mmOO W \'ole job oppor
tunities all on? the JPlllace as long as



one. was prepared to rough it in the
field, especially if one had a down-to
earth broad-based interest in rural
development. Donor agencies needed
base-line surveys and social soundness
analyses. NGOs were hungry for
feasibility studies, governments were
interested in evaluations. Most project
proposals mentioned the need for socio
logists, especially during the planning
and evaluation stages, sometimes also
for monitoring during the actual
implementation.

. Later in the 70s, several new assign-

. ments took me to Central, West and
Southern Africa. In the 80s, I was in
South East Asia. But now something
had changed as far as the role of
sociologists. was concerned. Project
documents would still include some
kind of pro forma request for them,
but it was becoming painfully and
embarrassingly obvious that there .
was a wide aDd spreading skepticism
going against their·work. The UN Hip
Commissioner uncompromisingly said
he regarded.it as counterproductive.
Others said with a bland put-off that

. sociologists might offer interesting
iaformation, but the general trend was
clear: Official policy might still talk
about the importance of sociologists,
but in the field, the coordinator, project
manager, resident representative andso
on tended. to regard them as useless,
possibly of some entertainment value,
but more often than not a downright
nuisance. A not uncommon tendency
among local military and police to
suspect them of political sub-version
and possible links with the CIA did not
help.
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Sad to say, sociologists often seemed
to deserve some of the hostility. Those
with a tendency towards academic
snobbery disappeared fast, but the
real difficulties were elsewhere. Socio
logists would be hired to assist in an
effort to help people, and their
employers expected them to come up
with valuable contributions. But only
a few academically trained sociologists
knew how to be ofservice by address
ing such relevant issues as demo
graphy and migration patterns, health
situations, work performance, food
production, local politics including
feuds and mechanisms for conflict
resolution, and other essentials. Few if
any knew how to conduct field research
under severe time pressure, few were
used to work within a multidisciplinary
team, fewer still. had any under
standing of complex administrative
procedures. Worst of all would be the
classical mistake of writing for the
wrong audience: instead of providing
information which could be used for
decision-making, the sociologist would
write as if he were 'addressing fellow
academics."!'"

This general lack of understanding.of
what a situation called for. had its
counterpart in the attitudes' of the
organizations involved. Problems .
often got worse because of the .lack of
understanding of what a sensible
sociologist can do, the misuse or
underuse of skills and the ability to
adapt to new issues, and - again - not
knowing what to make of reports.

Paradoxically, scientific imagination,
and the, ability to conceptualize ~nd
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identifycausal links could give rise to
01!i¢1 -difficulties of communication.
The basic.~raining of a social scientist
teaches him to play around with
~umptionsand hypotheses: suppose
that. .•? what if... ? What if we find
evidence that the whole process u••der
s.tuQy~s.' in fact going in a different
direction? Canwe-at least consider this
possibility? ;' I. ,

..
Vnf9I1unawly' this was anathema to
those who. planned: development
programs. Projects might demand more
time and frequently wore money than
bad been thought. of originally. This
was as common as jt was .regrettable
as a rule. But it was. not acceptable.
nor conceivable. that they might have
negative side effects, which would
cause more problems than they solved.
Planning went on.as it had before: Full
speed ahead and damn the torpedoes.
This was even more .obvious in
emergency operations, when the daily
pressure ofhigh death rates often called
for immediateaction. Yet it was striking
how often mistakes could have, been
avoided if elementary knowledge of
people and their ways had been used.
There was a surplus ofwheat, ergo that
is. what was airlifted - to people who
did not know how to use it and went on
starving while the ground was white as
from a snowfall. In a parallel case a
WFP logistics expert worked outs ' quite
correctly, that the lowest ton/kilometer
price for high energy food was to be
had from flying in large quantities of
cooking oil. Unfortunately nobody in
the area knew what to do with. it. But
the plastic cans were liked. so the oil
went straight into the river which for

weeks gleamed with beautiful
mother-of-pearl hues. The rampage
of the famine was not affected.

My subsequent work with disaster
mitigation. most "recently with the
WHO in the Western Pacific Region.
has repeatedly indicated how useful
- indeed necessary - social scientists
can be. if given realistic tasks. and the
training and the responsibility to
carry them out. For those in search of
new fields of activity, it is worth
noting that the understanding of
disasters is changing in two funda
mental ways. First. with regard to the
cause; .the emphasis has gone from
natural to human-made disasters. This
emphasis subsequently called for
major efforts by social scientists to
figure out both how and why people
are making disasters happen. and how
to try to prevent things from getting
worse. Second. with regard to the
effects: from the dramatic but often
brief calamities and the call for
emergency relief activities. awareness
is now slowly moving towards the more
serious long-term impact with its
enduring legacy of economic and
human poverty. This situation requires
complex planning for rehabilitation
measures. which should be followed
up by development activities intended
to prevent a.one-time disaster from
becoming recurrent.

I began with the question of where
sociologists are going. Sociology itself
seems to be back in the old armchair,
contemplating its navel and expressing
itself in a language reserved for a
selected circle of initiates. Occasional
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Technical experts are sorely needed
and can proudly point to a long list of
major. achievements. It is not their
fault that 'they sometimes appear to
prefer not to confuse the issue with
local nonsense nor that they are not
trained to investigate the end result of
their work: how human beings are

attemptsat improvement donot appear
to have produced much. The level
headed Encyclopedia Britannicanotes
sociology's "lack oftriumphs and slow
pace of progress," attributed to "the
appetiteofsociologists for neologisms
and jargon, a disposition for pseudo
quantification, and excessive concern
withimitation of themethods ofnatural
sciences, overdependence on data
from interviews, questionnaires, and.
informal observations" (EB 15th ed.27:
38,5). .

That necessity has not. gone away. It
has intensified. We are in dire need of
understandingwhat is 'going on in our
changing world. Technicians can tell
us their part of the picture, but they
have not told us how to handle an
urbanization which is without pre
cedent. Or the political consequences
of threatening food shortages of a
horrifying magnitude, or howto predict
the turmoil ofold and new political,
religious and ethnicconflicts. Onecase
which is close to my heart is that of

,Rwanda. Official reports in 1993
An illustration to what was happening observed that all available arable
to sociology came in a 1970s report land was being used and subject to
from, the US National Science erosion, but noted complacently that
Foundation. There were 35,sub-fields the government carried out economic
of Socwlogy then.. raising fears of the and social improvement programs.The
proverbial specialistwho knows more following year one of the most brutal
and moreabout lessand less. In round lenoCide in moderntimes killed up to
figures: Out of some5,OOOsocw- one million people; causing total sur
logists.1,000 were doing researchaDd 'prise and revealing a complete absence
500 were in academic ~istration of effective preparatory action. It is
and management, 3,000wereteaching. easyto trace the roots ofthe tragedyto
Altogether 12 were in consulting, and the inability of the, colonial regime to
25 in forecasting. For thosewho believe make use of the, anthropological
that society actually requires active information that was available to them
sociologists with an ability to help us . evenbefore the massacres in 1959,62
out in a confused and bewildering arid' 67; it is beyond comprehension
world, these figures are staggering. that nothing was done to avoid or

.. 'mitigate the' inevitable disaster.
The need for sociology grew out of a
necessity, the needjo understand and

, predictwhat was happening duringthe
extraordinary drama of·the extended'
and often painful process of the
industrial revolution. In short, it res
ponded to the need to understand,
changein order to be able to copewith
it. .
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affected, how people react and respond
to out-side intervention in their lives.
It is not their fault when the intended
beneficiaries may lack the necessary
understanding of, for instance, an
environmental issue, or have not been
sufficiently encouraged to give their
full cooperation. There is still truth in
the old image of the outsider holding
out a pitcher full of expertise intended
to fill up the villager's empty cup, only
to find that it was not empty at all but
'filledto the brim with the villager's own
knowledge. It takes an expert on human
behavior to tell how much there is in
the cup, and how it is likely to mix
with the new brew.

Sociologist have that training. We
have had close to a century and a half
to think about how people function
together, to analyze the structures and
the mechanisms of human interaction.
We have theorized and tested,
attempted and on occasion failed to
grasp the workings of society and its
many subcultures. The results.may be
less impressive than the efforts, but at
least we have tried and ifwe are willing
to learn from the past we can try again,
perhaps with better results .

new and insoluble problems, without
necessarily removing the original ones.
Briefly stated, in a time of enormous
change we seem to stagger on blindly,
on a trial and error basis, with little or
no sense of direction. In this situation
sociologists, the technical experts on
human behavior, should be called upon
to make themselves useful, both in the
established fields of 'rural and urban
development and in the emerging ones
related to out-of-control urbanization
and creeping disasters. Here are some
of the ways in which we might be able
to contribute:

First, let us get out ofthe comfy
armchair and talk to people
again. Second, let us focus on
priority issues in order to give
us a sense ofdirection. Third, let
us document our findings in such
a way that they can be appre
ciated by non-specialists.
Fourth, let us cooperate; with
each other, with colleagues in
related disciplines, with all who
can make use ofour skills. There
has been a lot of lip-service to
interdisciplinary work over the
years, it is high time to put the
words into action.

•

It sounds melodramatic to use a phrase
like "in our time of need." But that is My own approach has been simple.
what it is. In the 80s there was a When you do research, in the library
strained, and very internal, discussion and in the field, make it action-oriented.
in the inner circles ofUNDP triggered In other words, concentrate on pheno
by an uncomfortably frank paper called mena which appear to have a bearing
"From Aid to Aids. "This hinted on the fate of the community. When
broadly that many of the efforts to planning or managing a project, make
assist much of the world had caused your decisions research-based, as far
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as possible. With this bas~c strategy I words 'fi,ke globalization, human
'have on a number of occasions,been poverty,andthe rise of the megalopolis.
lucky enough to be, able to identify a , It would seem that sociology and

".problem or a problem area; 'made,'the anthro-pology alike have to search for
" necessary base-line 'survey" written the 'waysto makethemmorespecific, more

project proposal, and severaltimes graspable, to 'come cup .with ways to
,been asked to implementthe proj~t.,' . assess aridanalyzeissues like suscept

ibility versus resistance to change, and
.Over the years; sociologybas moreor meta-issues like the viability of values '
less parted, 'company withanthro- . and ultimatelyof cultures. A step in the
pology,'leaving it behindlike a country . right direction would be to' work for a

. cousin who~s.poor;and ~~phi~icated smooth merger of the two disciplines.
and clearly finding it difficult to renew Let anthropological openness' and, •.
himself and get on in life.~. To: the old .' flexibility combine with the more
internal c9J1fusion.~~eeD ethnology, , 'precise methodsofsociology,provided

: ethnography, ,.cu)iural a,nd 'social .that both are ruled bythe common
anthropolcgyand so':forth:~es'.tb;e. sense, the' quintessence of social
more recent difficulty of explaining t,?~.:sCience~ Anthropology has begun its
the layperson,w~. a:o,throl?ologist~ , owi(lIluch .needed house-cleaning. It
actually do: ''. '......' ., , ..wouldbe hard today to. find .a field

, ,',', ' . " ." researcher who. bothers about .the kin-
But there.are signs of a new trend.' I', ship studiesofLevi-Strauss whichonce
first enco~ter~ it in Sudal:t whentop seducedacademic circles. There are no
planners showed 'more interest ill more personality, cults of the kind
Evans-Pritchard's 1940 study. The . whichadulatedMargaretM~ as "The
Nuer than iJicont~!'ary' su~veys ~ Motherof Anthropology"and "Mother
Obviously the relative 'uuo~iyof ..of Mankind." Attempts at making
classical social anthropology appeaIe.(l" Pathan warriors explore their inner
to. inquisitive mind$.: Th'~re'.~",,~is~:.a·:~: selveswith the helpofRorschach blobs
growing awareness that the:hol~s.tic . havebeendiscontinued, and the travails
view and the int\litiv~'~pi"roac:;h,whjch of strivingfor politicalcorrectnesshave .•.
is a major pai(of' ~s~rig participant.' produced a number of dictionaries
observationas Ii main'research method, where 'the boundary between earnest-
can produce iuights wliicb'a-:'~re ness.and sarcasm is.sometimes hard to
detached sociologicalmeth04"is ~ less' -find. '
likely to reveal. . . :: ..'-:.:,'

.However, several problemareas remain
But let us not focus on thepossi~le'dif- . unresolved. One is an all.too common
ferences betweentwo closely related kind of hubris. It tends, to go like this:
social sciences..We' ~re constantly . I practice social science, science is
confronted with today.'s complex rational and so am I, therefore the
syndromes contained in new buzz- phenomena I study are also rational.

: '.''''. -' - '. ' ~
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Fortunately, this is often true. But a
wide range of the most difficult and
most enduring problems in lifting those
in greatest need out of what seems to
be terminal misery, does indeedcall for
an understanding of how and why
people can lose their rationality. Many
years ofwork with disaster victims, and
of trying to come to grips with the
dreaded uprooting syndrome, have
taught me how often people act and
react irrationally, and how crucial it is
to be aware of frequent deviations
from an assumed rationality.

The old nature versus nurture issue is
another. Most of this century has seen
an almost unchallenged emphasis on
nurture. This is readily shown in the
concept of social engineering which
has dominated the policies and
politics of most Western nations, and
the hyper-organized Nordic countries.
It is only the recent floodwave ofdis
coveries in neuro-chemistry which
have raised doubts, and led to more
and more frequent observations that
it is all in the genes. This is probably
as unfounded as thinking that it is all
in the nurture. However, the social
sciences have a big job on hand in
trying to identify the proportions and
explain the process ofthe interaction.

Sociology is not a difficult subject.
When we try to make it look that way
we do service to no one. It can do with
a touch of elegance, yes, but not with
needless sophistication or .embellish
ment. While we ar.e still waiting for
the publication of "Sociology for
Dummies," common sense and a prag
matic order ofpriority in our work can
take us a long way. Let us unabashedly
declare that all societies need socio
logists in the field. Maybe a different
kind, perhaps better. But more, many
more. The need is there, and it is
growing.

And last but not the least: we must
practice our craft with conviction
and compassion. Conviction - to see
us through the frustration which
comes from lack of credibility.
Compassion - because our ultimate
concern is on the welfare of human
beings.

Ours is a grave responsibility and if
we do not handle it well there will be
more suffering in the world. We are
obliged to do our best as interpreters
and catalysts in the work of trying
to help society know where to go, and
helping people understand each
other, and themselves.
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